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NEWCOMB did not, ho wever, take into account the possibility of 
a constant error in the latitude, although he J had himself pl'eviousl;r.: 
called attention to the want of foundation of HANSEN'S supposition 
that the centre of gravity and the centre of figure of the moon 
should not C'oincide in the direction of the radius vector. 

The influence of a constant error in the latitude upon the R.A. is 

da sin 8 
-=---C08}. 
d{J 0082 á 

Ol', as the gl'eatest ddference of CO~·2 á ti'om unity, for )., = 90° or 
270°, is 0.16, about 

da - = - 0.4.0 C08 À. 
d{J 

We see therefore that, as we may neglect here the difference 
between mean longitude in the Ol'bit and eclipticallongitude our term 
could, as l'eic'trds its form, be completely explained by a constant 
error in the latitude and that the correction for this would have to 
be + 1".65, I more than comp~nsating HANSEN'S term -1".0. As 
BAKHUYZEN, from the declinations observed at Greenwich, af ter having 
freed them as far as possible from systematic errors, and reduced 
them to NEWCOMB'S fundamental system, deduced a latitude-correction 
of only + 0".20, both from the observations of the limbs and I from 
those of Mósting A, while in using the uncorrected decIinations the 
corl'ection wonld have been found to be zero or negative, it appears 
that if i, instead of using differences t:.a, had nsed the errors in 
longitude t:.À, calculated at Greenwich, I should have' found an 
empirical term of about the same value. 

Astronomy. - On tlte s~qnijicance of the te1'm in tlte R~qM 
Ascension of t/w moon, found by J. E. DE VOS VAN STEENWIJK. 
By Prof, E. F. VAN: DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN. 

The most important result of the investigatioll of DE VOS VAN 
STEENWIJK is doubtless the titct that the observatiolls of the moon, 
besides the inequalities theoretically determilled by BROWN, betrayf 
the existence of a new' term, apparently of an analogous form, 
which was not explained by the theory. The reality of this term 
might al ready be considered as establi:,hed aftel' his pl'evious calcula
tions ; its existence and a]so the approximate accuracy of the co-ef
ficiellts were put beyond all doubt by fhe determination of the 
mean residual discOI'dances remaining in hand k (see his second 
paper), aftel' they had been corrected on the one hand only for the 
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Constant Ol' slo~l'y varying parts and fOt' the theoretical pel'turbations 
-and on the othee hand for the empirical term aI50. The meau 
discordance dec;eased, in the mean fol' hand k, from ± 0"605 
to ±0J/389, and the decrease was about the same for_ hand Je, and 
about equally great for the ea,dier and the later yefars. It did not 
appear, however, to be so certain that the term deduced from tbe 
investigation of the tabular • errors in Rigld-a'1cension really represented 
an inequality in the longit~tde of the moon. 

lOrigiually DE VOS VAN STEENWIJK found the term in the form 

+ 0".66 sin!g + 244°,4 + 40°.35 (t --1900.0) I 
[t soon struck me that the annual variation of the argument Je is 

almost equal to the annual motion of the perigee 40°.68, so th at, 
as the argument is found most accurately for the mean epoch of 
the observations used, 1886, the term can be wriften: 

+ 0 '.66 sin!g + 249°.0 + 40°.68 (I, - 1900.0) l. 
= + 0" 66 sin !l- ~5°.31 

in which I represents the mean longitude in the orbit or approxi-
mately the ecliptical longitude. . ~ 

Now it is possible: 
1. That the appl'oximate agreement of the two rates of motion 

is merely accidentaJ, aud that the original form found fol' the term 
is the true one, so that we nught probably have to deal with 
a still unknown meq uality cansed by the plan ets. 

2. That the transformation gives us the true formula. 
Taking lhe first supposition, the difiiculty remaills, which DE VOS 

pointed out in his first paper, that su~h a considerable term should 
have escaped both BROWN and RADAU, and that while aU terms with 
at all considerabie co-efficients 'have been found nearly equal by both. 

Taking the second suppositlOn, if we look upon the tél'm in its 
altered form as a pertul'bation-term, th1S woaid lead to a very 
improbable form for such a term, as it would depend upon the 
absolute longitude of the moon, i.e. of a difference in longitude with 
a fixed direction in the sidereal system or with the aequinox. 

There is however a third possibility, viz. that rhe serond form is 
the troe one, but that we are not dealing with an inequality In the 
ongitude, but with one in the l'ight ascension, proceeding from the 
lparticular parts of the limb, \vhich are used in the transit-observa
tions, and their different distances froin the centre of gravity of the 
moon. In DE Vos's researches, following NEwcol\fB, the immediately 
observed el'l'01'8 in R.A. were used, and in the last part of his 
second papel' he discLlsses the mflnence of tllIS methu,d. He shows 

10 
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the1'e th at a constant error in the latitude must lead to a term in 
R.A. of just tlle form that he finds, as with faidy close approximation -

cla = -- 0.40 cos Àcl~ 

while the new term is pretty nearly 

- 0".66 cos À. 

The special form of the deviations pf the limb, which would 
account for the l'esult now found, would be such that the centre of -
figure would lie 1".65 more to the north than aceording to our 
ephemerides. 

If we assume, disregarding the inclination of the lunar or bit and 
the influence of the librations, that the moon's equator always 
eoincides with the echptic, then in t11e transit-observations parts of -
the limb are used, which vary with the longitude of the moon over 
ares lyiJig between points 23°5 on each side of the moon's equator. 
These arcs would then belang to a centre with a latitude 1".65 
larger than according to the ephemeriqes, therefore, as these include 
HANSEN'S constant term _1".0 a latitude 0".65 largeI' than that 
according to pure theory. As fU1'the1', in the course of one year, each 
value of the moon's longitude successively co-incides with each 
value of the elongation D and therefore the same number of times 
wlth observations of Limb land Limb rr, the two symmetrically 
lying parts of the limb must each time co-operate. 

Last ~year, I deduced from an investigation of the decJinations of 
the moon observed at Greenwich during the period 1883-1909, 
that these, .aJter they had been freed from systematic errors as far 
as possible, and reduced to the fllndamental system of NEWCOlllB, 
point to a rentre 0".8 to the 80uth, of the cenh'e of gravity, that 
is nearly. to RA~SEN'S centrt', while the uncorrected dedinations 
wonld place the centre of figul'e even more to the sOlIth. I fonnd 
flJrther that the observations of t11e declmation of Mósting À. lead to 
precisely the same results as those of the liinbs, Ol' th at, whell re
duced to the centI'e of tlle moon witb the existing data, they placed 
jt also 0".8 to the soutl!. De Vos's reslllts now show that the 
southerly centre, which satisfies arcs of 47° lying symmetrically with 
respect to the north and south pole, certainly do/es not satisfy the 
easterly and westerly ares whieh are, used in the observations of 
the rjghtascensions, '- / 

A centre of tigure coinciding with the centre of gravity eertainly 
brings about a bet tel' agreement. This would corl'espond with a 
cOl'l'ection-tel'ln -0".40 cos I"~ and tlle question therefore arises 
whetheL' this smaller co-eflicient sllfficiently satisfies the observations. 

, I 
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Before investig'ating this we must note anothel' cil'cumstance. FOl' 

the years 1905-1909 the obsel'vati0!ls of Mosting A in right-ascen
sion wel'e also used and it is impossible to say what intluence this 
has had. Observations of the limps and of the crater are inter mixed 
in each of the 20 equations deduced from each year's observations 
and cannot be easily separat€\d. 

I have, therefore, made a new calculation of the empirical term 
and simply left .out the six last years. Of the seven norm al places 
(m: Vos p. 139)' I have left out the last and I took for the last 
but one the mean results of only 4 years 1901-1904. A new solu
tion then gave 

x = 253°.7 + 40°.67 (t-1900.0) 

land we thus find an anImal variation exactly equal to the annual 
motion of the perigee. 

A new calculation of the ('o-efficient then gave lcalculation B see 
DE Vos) p. 139) 

~=- 011.44 

1= + 0".66 
W = + 0".67 
l' = + 0".26 

from which follows for the co-efficwnt itself a = + 0".75, a valne 
even greatel' than befol'e. As argument foL' 1900.0 we now get 
XO = 251 0 .6, thus as the mean from the two calculations 252°.7, anel 

• I 

the term becomes 

+ 011.75 sin 1252°.7 + 40°.67 (t-1900.0)1 
= + 0".75 sin (Z-81°.6) 

now deviating slightly more from the fOllm -a cos Z. 
The empirical term was now agam subtructed Ü'om the -hv and 

-kv: I with the co-efficient 0".75 found here, II with the co-efficicnt 
0".40. Oalcnlating in both cases the mean thSCOldance we found. 

I II 
lt k lt Ic 

1848-1874 ± 0".367 ± 0".406 ± 0".463 ± 0".490 

1890-1904 ± 0.215 ± 0 .341 ± 0 .301 ± 0.374 
Togethel' ~ ± 0.318 ±O .382 , ± 0 ,·,uO ± 0.450 

From these l'esults it is clear in' the first plaee, thaf for the 
period sinee 1890 tbe rnean residu al diseordanee is distinctly smaller 
than before, so th at the results from the observations of the limbs and 
from those of the era ter appeal' not to make a completely homogeneous 
whoIe. DH Vos himself had already obser'\"ed that exactly the last 
years) Slllce the crate.r-ob'lel'vations were,... added) gave less l'eglllm~ 

10~' 
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l'esults. ln the second pIaee the results show distinetly that the smaller 
eo-effieient satisfies the observations less weIl. From all this it seems -
to me thai the supposition that the new term is due to a deviating form of -
1he limb gains in probability, and we must th en eonelude that, while the 
poIal' ares require a eentre uf figure about~ 0".8 south of the eenrre 
of gravity, the aequatorial ares deviate in the opposite sense and 
l'equire a eentre of figure about 0/1.9 to the nOl·th of the eentre of 
gravity. This is identical witb saying th at the northern extremities 
of these ares lie 0".35 furthel' outside, and the sou'thern 0".35 further 
inside relatively to the centre of gravity. lf we take into account 
that the term has not exaetly t11e form ct cos l, t11e eoncIusion lis but 
little altered. 

These conelusions now agree with the results found by BATTERMANN 

from his oecultations, who deduced from them on the average a 
eeutre of figure eoinciding with the eentre of gravity. 

Our results can be further tested by the rebults which HUN, in 
his "Selenographisclte Koordinaten" dedueed for the form of the lunar 
limb from his measurements in Leipzig and BARTWJG'S in Strassburg 
and aIso by the results obtained hy PRZYBYLL.OK in his "Das Profil I 

der Randpa1,tien des Mondes". (Mitteilungen der Gr. Sternwarte zu 
Heidelberg, XI). 

\ 

HAYN gives in his 31d paper on p. 77, for a mean libration, the 
mean radii for ares of 10° and of 30° counted from the North 
pole along the limb of t11e moon (Argument P), and I deduced 
analogous results trom PRZYBYLLOK'S Tafel der Randkol'1'ektionen. 

In this way I found 

P D.1'H. D.r P. 
60°-- 90° +0".03 +0".32 
90 -120 -0.27 -0.22 

240 -270 +0 .09 +0 .05 
270 -300 -0.31 -0.20 

Thus for parts of the limb diametrieally opposed to each other 
BAYN tinds deviations in the same sense, which does not agree with 
the results obtained by DE Vos. The agreement with PRZYBYLJ.OK is 
better, but not yet satisfactory. 

Still 1 think that the explanation of the l'esults by the form of 
the lunar limb' is the most pl'obable, or, at any l'ate, the least 
improbable, and cel'tainly the investigation of DE Vos in connection 
with mine in 1912 eonfirms HAYN'S rernarks (l.c. p. 75) with l'egard 
to the gl'eat irnpol'tance of the study of the deviations 'of the moon's 
limb, a1so fol' tlle deterrnination of the moon's position. 


